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Project Description
This report engages a performance-based research project entitled Performances of home and sits within the broader Research Project cited above.
Performances of home was located in Cornubia, a large Human Settlement located in the North corridor of Durban. The thrust of the project was to
explore concepts around house/home/human (un)settlement in Cornubia using a practice-based methodology. It responds to the key focusing
questions:

What is
home ?

What is a
neighborhood ? What makes
a neighborhood?

home

What makes a
a home ?

A brief overview of the project site – Cornubia was
launched on 1 April 2014, as an offspring of the Breaking
New Ground Policy (Jacob & Baud, 2013) that sought to
alleviate the housing challenges in South Africa. Beneficiaries of the scheme were mostly households from informal settlements within the eThekwini Municipality, such
as Kennedy Road Informal Settlement, Constantia and
Stonebridge. Keys were handed over to the first set of
beneficiaries on the 5th of April 2014 (SA Government
News Agency 2014). Cornubia was hyped as “the province’s largest sustainable integrated human settlement
initiative” and a “beautiful Presidential leadership project”
(Housing

Development

Agency

2013).

However, the formation of an ‘overnight community’
comprised entirely of relocated residents (703 units in
phase 1), presented potential social challenges. Effective communities have good social capital (Putnam 1993)
which implies high levels of trust, reciprocity and social
networking opportunities. For the first residents of Cornubia it was a matter of starting from scratch. This, coupled with the relative isolation of this settlement from
economic, commercial and educational hubs put further
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strain on the possibilities for generating social capital .
Collaborative creative intervention has been found to
create opportunities for participants to form form trusting relationships through reciprocity and build social
networks. In other words ‘make’ communities.
1 Since 2015 there have been some small strides with a prefabricated school being erected and a small retail
centre, which became contentious for reasons beyond the scope of this study.

•Project Leader in community: doung Anwar Jahangeer
•Project leader Research: Miranda Young-Jahangeer
• Theatre facilitator: Ongezwa Mbele
• Dance facilitator: Gcina Shange
• Research assistant: Princess Sibanda
• Community partner: Jabulani Buthelezi
• Documentation: Siyavuya Mfenqa

Performances of home was therefore conceived as a
process that would culminate in a site-specific participative performance project which engaged the location (Cornubia housing estate) to debate and engage
discourses around house/home/human settlement
within its community to insiders and outsiders. The
project was in part a continuation of the community-responsive work that artist/architect doung Jahangeer, through his NPO dala, had been doing in Cornubia since 2015. These initiatives have included:
Mural projects; Public Cinema nights, Art workshops
for learners within Solomon Mhlangu primary school
and International and local artist collaborations .
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Familiarity in the community led him to connect up
with a group of young people between the ages of 17
and 21 who had formed a dance group after relocating to Cornubia from 2014. This collective call them-

• MOB project participants:
• Mnqobi Mncube
• Lindo Buthelezi
• Nkanyiso Buthelezi (Pablo)
• Mlindi Maphumulo
• Nelly Mcwabe (Listo)

T-Shirt design

selves Masters of Bang (MOB) and had approached
doung in 2017 to assist them in taking their group to
the ‘next level’.

They were looking for skills and

opportunities. True to the responsive nature of dala’s

mob connect

work in Cornubia, the Blue Skies project presented
itself as an opportunity for dala to respond to this call.
MOB became the purposively selected research
participants.
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One Swiss, one German and one Zimbabwean artist came for residencies with dala: art/ architecture for social
change (NPO) and did community arts based projects in Cornubia.

Methodology
Performances of home was a practice–based research project. Practice-based research is an original investigation aimed at gaining new knowledge
“partly by means of practice [the creative process] and the outcome of that practice [the performance]” (Candy, 2006). In this method, the creative artefact is the basis of the contribution to knowledge (ibid). This creative artefact as has been mentioned was a site-specific performance that was primarily
dance based but also engaged theatre and multi-media elements. The site, which was the front yard of a standard house in Cornubia, was significant
in its conceptual connection to the subject under exploration. The house behind formed a backdrop to the piece onto which video of Cornubia and its
residents were projected. The community was being reflected back to itself in art.
Llye Skains (2017) explains this methodology as one where the creative act is an experiment that is designed to answer a directed research question,
which could not otherwise be explored by other methods. This is certainly true of Performances of home. The form of research had to be performance-based since the MOB were young dancers who were already reflecting and commenting on their context through dance. Further, they had
requested further skills training. This research is located in the Critical paradigm, which is responsive to context on a personal and social level and
attempts to dissolve binaries of researcher / researched; subject/ object and imagines research as an exchange. This initiative was able to meet the
needs of all participants (including researchers).
These research questions, which have been outlined in the beginning of the report, directed the development of the performance based work and were
framed to uncover the experience of living in this ‘ground-breaking presidential project’ – Cornubia. The performance (as practice) is submitted as substantial evidence of the research inquiry (Nelson 2013). It is presented in video form and constitutes findings together with the narrative report.

Performing Home: The Process
The process unravelled in three phases;
1. pre-performance (workshops),
2. performance (site-specific multi-media performance) and
3. post-performance (discussion/reflection) stages.
In this pre-performance stage, we held a total number of six, six hour dance and drama workshops which commenced on the 1st of October 2018.
These were conducted both in Cornubia and in the Drama and Performance Studies studios at the University of KwaZulu-Natal over the September
break. As part of the process, the (MOB) participants were made familiar with the University space, met staff and observed productions in rehearsal.
The choice to conduct workshops with the MOB at UKZN was part of the methodology of dialogue and exchange.
The dialogical process used towards the generation of the theatrical performance drew on Participatory Action Research (PAR). Located within the Critical Paradigm (Freire 1970), as stated. This process is focussed towards social change and asks participants to think critically and around the research
questions concerning the nature of home and neighbourhood in human settlements through a series of guided dialogic interactions. Further, the combination of skills transfer, through the workshops ensure, true to the paradigm that there is mutual learning and exchange between participants and facilitators. It prioritises the concept of praxis “reflection and action upon the world in order to transform it” (Freire 1970: 33)
For the MOB, Stage 1 in the process was primarily concerned with gaining more skill in the areas of dance and drama as they worked towards the
creation of a public performance. We therefore enlisted professional dancer and choreographer Gcina Shange and community theatre expert Ongezwa
Mbele to work with the group. For the researchers the process revealed interesting information about the research as the group engaged the research
subject through performance

Workshopping
The inception workshop was held in Cornubia on the 1st of October 2018. The major objective of the first workshop was to set the scene and orient
participants to the project. As the starting point for the ‘conversation’ around the research, MOB were asked to devise a dance piece that responded
to the first key question ‘What is home?’ ‘What is Cornubia?’ It was in this workshop that the project coordinator gave a background to the project,
spoke about both parties’ ethical obligations, consent issues and provided a road map for the project.
The subsequent workshops involved dance and theatre related activities designed to build the skill level of the MOB as they had requested, while building content for the performance.
These workshops included the following:
Theatre games and exercises,
Role play
Storytelling workshops
Dance training sessions
Writing workshops.
Issues expressed and explored creatively during the process were developed into a multi-media site-specific performance. Once the workshop process
had concluded with a creative product, the MOBs went into the 3 week rehearsal phase.

The Event

The performance was held on the 3rd of November 2018 in Cornubia. It was publicized through fliers which were distributed throughout Cornubia
(phase 1) by the MOB and by word of mouth. Project partners were also invited. Music was amplified from the site several hours before the performance
to attract people to the performance.The event was primarily attended by friends and family of the performers and by residents living in the vicinity of the
site of the performance. A number of ‘friends’ of the project were also in attendance. Approximately 200 – 300 people saw the event. The duration of
performance itself was 30 minutes but the entire event including an encore, poetry and community talk back took approximately two and a half hours.
We enlisted the talent of a young poet from the area Lihle to open the show. Ongezwa Mbele also MC’d the event, which was opened up for community
commentary and discussion after the performance. Mr Jabulani Buthelezi, who was the community representative for the project and parent/guardian
to some of the MOB members, also spoke and facilitated the engagement with the audience. The community took the opportunity to reflect on the
meaning of event itself as well as the content engaged in the performance. This will be discussed below. The event was successful and the participants
and relatives were particularly elated.

Emotional Aspects of Home

Emotional Aspects of Home
Home as Love

The idea of home being love was reiterated by participants throughout the process. In the dance musical dramas thy performed at the inception meeting
they played around the theme of romantic relationships and of the pain of separation or ‘break-ups’. This also carried through to the final performance
and was the most popular section of the performance for the audience. The emphasis on the love in this depiction reflects a desire, a longing for love
and completeness, but a perception that it is inevitably impermanent. Reasons for this are outlined below in Home as family.
Despite this there was a recognition that home should satisfy the emotional needs for nurture and in some cases it did. Pablo (2018) spelt out, “ikhaya
yikufudumala nothando” [Home is warmth and love]. Lindo however bemoaned the absence of community, mutual respect and love among community
members as one of the reasons why he does not feel at home in Cornubia. This he expressed in his journal during the poetry and writing exercise,
“Cornubia would be homely if we could all work together, respect and love each other as brothers and sisters” (Lindo journal 26 October
2019)

Home as Personal acceptance
The idea of home being experienced at the level of ‘self’, also emerged strongly in the project. They depicted home as a state of being that moves
across spaces and places as it is connected at the level of feeling and identity. In his journal Mnqobi identifies himself as a “chaotic child” who is now
growing and finding himself. His story is a search for home within himself. As a young man with albinism, he says that it has taken a lot for him to feel
‘at home’ in his own skin.
Now I am a bit grown, I can see what’s wrong and what’s right. And I also know that I am a normal person. I think I am a good child who likes
everybody and respects anyone by who they are. I don’t care what people say about me anymore (journal entry 26 October 2019).

Social Aspects of Home

What his journey suggests is that, it is difficult to feel at home in a place when you do not feel at home in yourself. This point was also expressed by
another member in the group in relation to sexual identity. Another point of interest is the interaction of the personal and the broader community and
how the politics of the former must be managed to navigate the latter.
[photo of Nqobe with the gang – happy/confident]

Social Aspects of Home
Home as Family

Most of these kids you see here are raised by single parents. I have raised my kids myself since my wife left many years ago. If there is no
mother or father, these kids act like animals who do not have morals. (Jabulani Buthelezi 26 October 2019)
In the western conventional conception, a home is a where a family, by biology or marriage live together: ‘the family home’. It is well known that due to
the migrant labour system, group areas act and the pass system, the fabric of black African families was systematically eroded under apartheid. This
legacy continues and was clearly evident in the group: Jabulani Buthelezi is biological father to Lindo (the group leader) and also acts as guardian to Listo
who has no living parents. She has younger and older siblings and moves between two houses and two roles. Mnqobi and Pablo have single mothers.
Mlindi was the only member who had both parents in the home. The group was thus a microcosm of the macrocosm – “single-parent households have
become the norm in South Africa, and nearly 100 000 children live in child-headed households” (South African Institute of Race Relations 2018). This
creates opportunities for adults within an ethic of care to step up and fill the parental gaps. Jabu is self-appointed guardian of the M.O.B and also served
as the community coordinator in the project. The MOB started in his home (he has another son who used to be in the group). During the project he
accompanied the group to all workshops held at UKZN and other outings . He is clearly very protective over them, even though some of them are in
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their 20s. The lack of a family centered community with stable family structures was a recurring theme in their dance musical dramas and participants
expressed how it affected their self-esteem and sense of belonging. However, it was not a reality that any of them, with the exception of Mlindi had ever
really known. Yet they missed it, or the ‘idea’ of it. Nevertheless most of them were still able to identify home as a place of warmth and love. Listo, interestingly noted that “For me ikhaya yikufudumala” [home is warmth] as did Pablo (cited above).
Lindo also mentioned that, “I love spending time with my family and at school with my friends but sometimes it can be hard”. Certainly the strain of managing interpersonal relationships in an environment with a deficit of access, support and opportunities can only be challenging.
3

organised for the MOB group to come to see a dance performance as part of the JOMBA African contemporary dance festival in August 2018 at the Elizabeth Sneddon theatre and in August 2017 created an opportunity for them to perform on the student fringe festival for JOMBA. In October of
2018, we also organized the MOB to open up a conference at Durban University of Technology.

Physical/Material Aspects of Home

Home as a Safe Space
Cornubia okwamanje aiko [at the moment is not] safe. Sometimes it is scary to just walk in the streets. It would be better if there is more
protection [for] children/women” (Lindo 2018).
The participants established Cornubia as a place where a culture of violence thrives amongst residents. This was demonstrated particularly through the
creative process and product. All of their skits, including the final narratives of home performance depicted domestic and gender based violence and
gang violence. On the whole the interactions between people represented were coercive and conflictual. They also played around the theme of violence
in most of the games and exercises. While playing an improvisation game where they needed to interpret a coat hanger as an object that relates to their
idea of Cornubia, Pablo used it as both a gun and a rope (as a weapon). Other objects shown were an alcohol bottle, a knife and a television remote control. Violence for the people in Cornubia exists in their reality at multiple levels (physical, structural, cultural, economic) but their escape strategies – alcohol and television – are inevitably a retreat into further violence: the drunken (often domestic) brawl or desensitization by dopamine as residents hide out
in their livingroom-cum-bedrooms to watch hours of television depicting ‘gangsta’ soap-opera versions of their own lives.

Physical/Material Aspects of Home

My name is Pablo. I am from KwaMashu. I came to Cornubia in 2014 (Pablo September 2018)
In dialogues with the participants it was evident that most of the participants were still hesitant to call Cornubia home despite living there for four years.
Throughout the process, participants tended to connect to the spatial identity of their previous homes: KwaMashu, Clermont and Mtwalume. This is
despite the fact that their previous physical homes were predominantly informally constructed dwellings, which is why they were approved for relocation
to Cornubia. This seemed to be first because Cornubia, as a new settlement does not yet have an ‘identity’ (What is Cornubia?). It doesn’t yet ‘mean’
anything to come from Cornubia, as opposed to KwaMashu or Umlazi for instance4 . There is no pride of place. Second, are the obvious comparisons
of ‘here’ and ‘there’, and the expectations that moving to Cornubia raised. As has been mentioned, Cornubia is geographically isolated. It was a sugar
cane farm and is surrounded by sugar cane. There are not many taxis and it is not feasible to travel by foot. Amenities, and recreational areas that were
promised, have for the most part still not been delivered, which means there is very there little beyond rows of houses.
I love playing soccer but amagrounds aweko [we do not have playing grounds]. Most of the time sidlalela emgwaqweni [we play in the middle
of the road] and that’s dangerous. (Lindo 2018)
We can attest that the few taxis that venture to Cornubia travel extremely fast.
I miss Clermont where I was born. Cornubia is very far from the beach. Akuna namaswimming pools lana. [we do not even have public swimming
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KwaMashu (Mashu), the northern township, established in 1959 is often for instance seen in relationship to Umlazi, the larger and older southern township established in 1845.

It was these kinds of social or ‘issue-based’ dimensions to the idea of home that the MOBs were most interested to present in their performance.
Art comes from the heart, we want to show the reality, something that we see a lot in Cornubia. Kushubile lana [it is bad here]. (Mlindi 2018).
While developing scenes for the play, there are two scenes of note that participants developed. In one of the scenes a group of children are playing
soccer and then accidentally their ball hits the neighbour’s window. This results in a feud that ends with the offended neighbour shooting the little boy.
In the other scene, the ball perches itself on an exposed electric cable and one of the children gets electrocuted while trying to recover it.
The issue of exposed electricity cables that are connected illegally toped the agenda in Cornubia for the duration of the project. Participants put into
perspective how illegal connections were the only way they could stay connected given that the majority cannot afford electricity bills, which they are
now expected to pay. Relocated residents were mostly informal dwellers who survived through proximity to the economic hub. It is from this that the
major theme of our project emanated – the idea of connecting and disconnecting. Their failure to exercise freedom or access recreational facilities
makes it difficult for them to connect and identify with Cornubia as home and easier to disconnect to the idea of Cornubia as a community.
During the rehearsal process in Cornubia participants often expressed their disgruntlement over the poor conditions of the prefabricated primary school
classroom we were rehearsing in. The permanent school building is at least 3 years away from being built (it has been designed but is still at the tender
stage after some years). Consequently most children have to travel to Blackburn or Verulam to go to school which puts huge economic strain on families.

Fire starters: Findings on Form
In terms of form, our project drew largely from Applied theatre (Prentki & Preston 2009). A broad umbrella of theatre forms whose aim is typically to
create theatre/performance in communities (geographic communities, communities of interest) where the intention reaches beyond the ambition of
entertainment. The theatre creates a structure through which participants can present and open up debate around agendas and concerns pertinent
to them. As Prentki (2009:20) explains “the content of Applied Theatre is commonly supplied by the participants directly in the form of their own
stories or by the community who are often also the target audience through research carried out in that community”. Therefore they are involved in
the entire process of the project as they better than anyone, know and understand their plight. Further the process of collectively creating a performance on the problematics of home and community inevitably builds the bonds between members of the group with each other and with the community. Using this kind of approach impacted the participants in several ways which are given below.

Sawubona (I see you): Affirming Each Other/Finding Home in Each Other
Narratives of home as a project ushered the participants into a space where they began to see each other.
“ have never looked anyone in the eye until today.”(Listo 2018)
The act of seeing or being seen is a powerful way of acknowledging our own and others’ humanity and is encapsulated in the isiZulu greeting. The
various games and exercises they did made them aware of each other. It also made them vulnerable enough to open up themselves to each other.
When that vulnerability is shared and respected, trust develops and they begin to share more.
“I did not know that Mnqobi is from Clermont where I come from too.”(Lindo 2018)
“This process was fun ngoba I can see that Lindo is actually friendly. I always thought uyathanda ukwenza abanye izilima because yena uysa
saz’ isingizi” [he loves making a fool out of other people because he really knows how to speak English very well] p who said this?
“I’m shocked that we can finish a rehearsal singalwanga [without fighting]” (Mnqobi 2018)
For a group that has been together for over 3 years, these revelations are a substantiation of how the process made them aware of each other. This
awareness/acknowledgement of each other was important in that it allowed for a space where they began to find home in each other. For a group
that features individuals like Listo (a young androgynous young woman) and Mnqobi (young man with albinism) who suffer multiple layers of marginalisation, the ability to navigate and/or manage personal politics and enter into a realm of seeing each other was commendable.

Imaginative escape

Listo mentioned how the group is her escape: “Sasibanengi kugroup leli, abanye basishiya. Umdantso mina uyangihelper ukuthi ngihlale ngithabile
ngako ngikohlwe ihinkinga zam’ [Our group was big and some left. I have stayed because dancing helps me stay happy and I also forget my problems]. The rehearsal space therefore has begun to serve as home for her. A group with a creative focus can therefore help to fulfill many of the
emotional aspects of home that may not be available in the majority of South African familial structures for historical reasons. But these groups need
support and as Listo intimates MOB had lost members over time.
This group was very big when we started and it kept affecting me when we lost people. Everything was just dying. I am grateful for this project
because it has brought us together. (Listo September 2018)
Abantu abasishiyileyo bazofun’ ukuphenduka [Those who left the group will want to rejoin]because I feel like we are celebrities especially after
today’s performance.” (Pablo September 2018)
The impact of participatory processes on communities is well documented. They are known to foster unity and an atmosphere and culture of togetherness especially among marginalized communities (Muwonwa 2013; Sibanda 2015).

Imparting of Skills/Living the Dream/ Finding Ground
The project design was one that allowed for healthy social interactions and a cross pollination of both ideas and skills. It was a give and take process
that enriched both the participants and facilitators. Bringing in practitioners like Ongezwa Mbele and Gcina Shange to conduct workshops with the
participants had a lasting impact on them. Even the idea of being able to access University of KwaZulu-Natal was a crucial experience for them.
Upon being asked what stood out for them in the project, during a post-performance focus group discussion participants said the following:
Mina iproject leyi ingkhulisile [This project grew me]. I didn’t know ukuthi umzimba wami ungavuma ukuyenza nomi into engiyifunayo [that my
body could do whatever I want it to do]. My dream is to come study idrama lapha euniversity. (Pablo September 2018)
“It was very hard and also good to learn contemporary dance. Kuyasetshenzwa! [it is hard work] ? (Lindo September 2018)
Now I feel like we are the real Masters of Bang. (Listo September 2018)

Challenges
We faced two primary challenges during the project. These were:
Time constraints – all our participants were of school going age therefore we had minimal time to rehearse. We had to plan the rehearsals
around school and as they go to school in surrounding areas this left very little time.
Physical constraints – first the physical distance between central Durban (University) and Cornubia was a challenge. A significant amount of
the budget went into transporting people. Further, at Cornubia there is only one space – a prefabricated room – that was suitable. This space was
also used by Church groups and other organisations.

Conclusion
The core objective of our project was to elicit information on how residents of Cornubia experience home and the neighborhood using a sample of 5
youths. Multiple narratives of home and neighborhood emerged. Participants saw home as enveloping emotional, social and physical or material
aspects. The majority came from ‘unconventional’ homes but nevertheless still identified their homes as places of warmth and love. This was at odds
with their portrayal of the wider community (social aspects of home), which they found violent and the physical environment which they found dangerous. Certainly homes are not consistently one thing or another and are complex dynamic spaces where complex dynamic relationships need to work
themselves out. The young people, beyond the scope of the research questions and the performance, found the experience enriching and affirming,
as did the researcher-facilitators. It built the bonds of the group and made their families extremely proud. A positive energy to take back into the
home.

Recommendation

Arts-based participative interventions offer opportunities for multi-dimensional democratic spaces to be opened up. New communities have a deficit
of trust, reciprocity and social networking which these kinds of initiative can mitigate. Further the malaise of poverty is in addition to lack of basic
necessities, also a lack of a purpose. It encourages lethargy which further exacerbates problems such as alcohol and domestic and gang violence.
Participative practices that are instigated into communities could help to channel a lot of frustration and innovation into creative (skilled) effort that
could benefit the individual and the whole community as people start to organise. Our proposition is that the idea of a creative ‘interlocutor’ could
serve a useful purpose as we build more human-settlements that bring disparate and diverse people together.

“Art comes from the heart so elikubonileyo [what you saw] is happening here in Cornubia” (Lindo: 2018).

Narratives of Home: Findings on Content

Junior Ndlovu house 91

Lindo, the group leader of MOB expressed this sentiment in reference to their art, which they call dance musical drama. The overall performance piece
revealed a concerning picture/image of the social fabric that has already woven itself into the culture of the settlement in only a few years. The performance was an articulation of these young people’s feelings, attitudes and experiences of (their) home and neighborhood. What emanated from the study
is that home is understood and experienced in three interconnected ways: emotional, social and material:

153 wishes captured in interviews with the inhabitants were
displayed back to the whole community.

Artistic installation by dala in collaboration with
theatre practitioner/artist Tim Zulauf.
Cornubia 2015
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